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The mammalian cochlea separates sounds by their frequency content, and this separation is critical to our ability to perceive speech, especially in acoustically challenging environments. While the cross-sectional structure of the mammalian organ of Corti is highly conserved across species, several studies have suggested that frequency selectivity has higher resolution (i.e., is more sharply tuned) in humans than in other mammals ([@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]). Although sharper neural tuning in humans has been attributed to peripheral mechanisms ([@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]), the origin of the difference in neural tuning remains unclear.

Recent in vitro and in vivo studies have revealed that the tectorial membrane (TM) contributes to spread of mechanical excitation via longitudinally propagating traveling waves ([@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]). In particular, Tectb^−/−^ mutant mice, which lack the *β*-tectorin glycoproteins, exhibit significantly sharper tuning ([@bib11]). Furthermore, the spatial decay constant of TM waves in Tectb^−/−^ mice is smaller by a factor of two ([@bib8]), suggesting that differences in TM waves may underlie differences in neural frequency tuning observed in Tectb^−/−^ mice. This result raises the possibility that neural frequency tuning in humans ([@bib4]) may be sharper due in part to differences in TM longitudinal coupling and wave phenomena. Here we test this intriguing possibility by making, to our knowledge, the first direct measurements of fresh human TMs.

Temporal bones were harvested from human cadavers and mice, and midbasal TM segments were extracted and mounted in a wave chamber ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *a*) within 48 h postmortem. TM segments were stimulated mechanically to launch traveling waves ([Movies S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the [Supporting Material](#app2){ref-type="sec"}). Motion waveforms were captured using stroboscopic illumination with a custom computer vision technique (Materials and Methods). Measurements were performed in TM samples from mice for basal frequencies (\>10 kHz) and from humans for basal frequencies (\>5 kHz) subject to equipment limitations (\<20 kHz), and representative displacement waveforms are superimposed on optical images of human and mouse TM segments in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *b*. TM wave decay constant, wavelength, and speed ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *c*) were computed from the magnitude and phase of TM radial displacements for both species ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *d*).

Our measured wave decay constants (*σ*) and speeds (*v*) are similar in humans and mice. The speed of TM traveling waves in human samples increases by roughly a factor of two from 5 to 20 kHz. Mouse TM speeds also increase with frequency, nearly overlapping human speeds for the physiologically relevant range of frequencies (10--20 kHz). The median decay constants of human TMs range from 150 and 450 *μ*m from 5 to 20 kHz and are relatively constant with frequency. Similarly, the range of median *σ*-values for mouse TMs is 80--300 *μ*m from 10 to 20 kHz. We see significant overlap of the median and ranges between the two species over their common frequency range of basal hearing (10--20 kHz; [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *d*).

Wave properties of viscoelastic solids depend on the solid's material properties, including density *ρ*, shear storage modulus *G*′, and shear viscosity *η* ([@bib7]). To account for boundary conditions in the wave chamber, we used a lumped parameter model consisting of a distributed series of masses coupled by viscous and elastic elements ([@bib7]). We computed the material properties for each TM wave measurement and found no significant difference between human (*G*′ = 14.5 ± 8.2 kPa and *η* = 0.16 ± 0.1 Pa·s) and mouse (*G*′ = 16.3 ± 6.6 kPa and *η* = 0.21 ± 0.1 Pa·s) material properties.

The spatial decay constants for both mice and humans are on the order of 150 *μ*m at 20 kHz ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *e*). This distance is a measure of longitudinal spread of excitation and correlates with spectral spread of excitation ([@bib7]). Each cochlear location is mechanically excited not only by its best frequency, but also by frequencies that best excite adjacent regions with different best frequencies. For mice, the spatial spread of 150 *μ*m corresponds to a frequency spread of 1.6 kHz and therefore a quality of tuning *Q*~10dB~ of approximately 10 at 20 kHz ([@bib8]). In TectB knockout mice, the decay constant of TM waves is approximately halved, leading to a *Q*~10dB~ value that is doubled ([@bib8]). This sharpened tuning, predicted from the mechanical spread of excitation measured in an isolated TM, correlates well with sharpened tuning in auditory nerve measurements of these mutant mice ([@bib11]).

While TM waves spread excitations over similar distances in mice and humans, these distances span significantly different ranges of frequencies ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *e*). For the mouse, the 150-*μ*m decay constant represents a frequency range of \>1.4 kHz, while the same distance corresponds to \<300 Hz in humans ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *f*). This difference has important implications for our ability to separate sounds by their frequency content---suggesting that the spread of excitation via TM traveling waves is broader in mice than in humans. It is therefore important to characterize spread of excitation in terms of the range of frequencies over which the excitation is spread. Because the relation between cochlear location and best frequency is approximately logarithmic ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a*) ([@bib12], [@bib13]), constant distances map to logarithmic frequency ranges, such as octaves. We therefore converted TM wave decay constants from distances (in meters) to frequency ranges (in octaves) by dividing *σ* by the distance *D* over which frequency changes by one octave. The resulting normalized decay constants for mice and humans differ significantly ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a*), with those for humans being ∼4 times smaller than those for mice. Thus, normalizing the wave decay constant to reflect the physiologically important range of frequencies reveals striking differences between humans and mice.

The ratio of the center frequency to the range of frequencies coupled by the TM wave decay constant defines a quality of tuning (*Q*~10dB~). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *b* shows significantly larger quality of tuning in humans compared to mice (larger by a factor of five), consistent with a smaller spatial extent of TM waves relative to the cochlear map. These *Q*~10dB~ predictions based on TM wave decay constants are comparable to cochlear tuning predictions based on otoacoustic emissions ([@bib4]). Previous studies have shown these emission-based estimates of tuning to be comparable to neural estimates for a range of mammalian species ([@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]). For mice, the quality of tuning estimated from TM wave decay constants closely matches predictions of *Q*~10dB~ from otoacoustic emissions ([@bib14]). For humans, the *Q*~10dB~ estimates are comparable to emissions-based estimates ([@bib15]) from 5 to 10 kHz. Taken together, these findings suggest that the spatial extent of TM waves strongly correlates with cochlear tuning in humans, mice, and likely other mammals. This correlation suggests that spread of excitation through TM traveling waves contributes to differences in tuning in humans and other mammals.
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![(*A*) Wave chamber used to deliver sinusoidal mechanical stimulation in the radial direction to launch traveling waves along excised TM segments. (*B*) Light microscope images of human and mouse TMs in a wave chamber. Waveforms superimposed on the image show radial motion exaggerated to help visualize the motion in response to 8 kHz (human) and 15 kHz (mouse) stimuli. Marginal and limbal boundaries of the TM are indicated. (*C*) TM wave properties analyzed from the motion waveforms include wavelength (*λ*), speed (*v*), and wave decay constant (*σ*). (*D*) Frequency dependence of traveling wave speeds (*top*) and TM wave decay constants (*bottom*) for human and mouse basal segments. (*E*) Schematic drawings of cochlear spirals in human and mouse. The spatial extents of octave intervals (as calculated from the cochlear maps of Greenwood ([@bib12]) and Müller et al. ([@bib13])) are indicated with colored lines along the spiral. (*F*) TM wave speeds and decay constants divided by *D*, the distance over which frequency changes by an octave for each species. Symbols indicate all data points. (*Thick horizontal lines*) Medians; (*vertical lines*) range of data measured at a single frequency across preparations (human, *n* = 4; mouse, *n* = 4).](gr1){#fig1}

![(*A*) Place-frequency maps for mouse (*left*) and human (*right*) showing how TM wave decay constants relate to frequency bandwidth of tuning. (*B*) Estimates of *Q*~10dB~ for human (*blue*, *n* = 4) and mouse (*magenta*, *n* = 4) from TM waves compared to published stimulus frequency otoacoustic emission data (*SFOAE*, *black lines*; mouse ([@bib14]), human ([@bib15])). Also plotted in green are estimates of *Q*~10dB~ from mouse TM wave measurements performed within 1 h postmortem. Symbols indicate all data points. (*Thick horizontal lines*) Medians; (*vertical lines*) range of data measured at a single frequency for all samples (human, *n* = 4; mouse 48 h postmortem, *n* = 4; mouse 1 h postmortem, *n* = 10).](gr2){#fig2}
